Bundle the latest innovation in wireless 5G routers
with America’s 5G network leader.
T-Mobile is the largest, fastest and most reliable 5G network according to independent industry experts.
Our Extended Range 5G goes beyond cities and extends to rural areas covering 295 million Americans,
1.6M square miles. That’s nearly 4x the 5G coverage of Verizon and nearly 2x the 5G coverage of AT&T.
Our Ultra Capacity 5G covers 140M Americans with even faster 5G in more places than anyone else.

And now, for a limited time, get three months of internet service
FREE when activating a qualified plan on a LTE or 5G router.
*Via bill credits applied over 7 months.
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Fixed Wireless Rate Plan

-
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-
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-
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-

-

Take advantage of this limited time router offer with three months FREE* internet.
<Rep name>

<Rep email>

<Rep phone>

Limited-time offer; subject to change. Qualifying credit, business account, new activation and service (on Mobile Internet, T-Mobile for Business Fixed Wireless, and T-Mobile Unlimited Tablet rate plans). Minimum Monthly Recurring Charge
(MRC) of at least $20 per line required for a line to be eligible. Customers must bring their own device. If you cancelled lines in the past 90 days, you may need to reactivate them first. Must be active and in good standing to receive bill credits;
allow up to 7 bill cycles from fulfillment of offer requirements. May not be combined with any other offers or discounts. Fixed Wireless General Terms: Qualifying business account and capable device required. Qualifying credit, deposit, and
in stores & on customer service calls, $30 assisted or upgrade support charge may be required. U.S. data only; does not include voice, messaging, roaming or international service. Not combinable with some rate plans. After monthly data
allotment pooled plans incur $3.75/GB charge (partial megabytes rounded up), and tiered customers see max 600Kbps speeds (with lower speeds than other customers during times of network congestion due to data
depriortization). Certain uses, e.g., some speed test apps, may not count against high-speed data allotment or have speeds reduced after allotment reached. We notify you of approaching use thresholds via SMS; review your device’s user manual
to ensure receipt; may require third party software. Log in to your T-Mobile account to see usage. May be limited to 10 simultaneous connections per line. Monthly Regulatory Programs (RPF) & Telco Recovery Fee (TRF) totaling $1.16 per line ($0.15
for RPF & $1.01 for TRF) apply. Video streaming resolution depends on available speeds. For best performance, leave video streaming applications at their default resolution setting. Coverage not available in some areas. Network Management:
Service may be slowed, suspended, terminated, or restricted for misuse, abnormal use, interference with our network or ability to provide quality service to other users, or roaming. See T-Mobile.com/OpenInternet for details. See Terms and
Conditions (including arbitration provision) at www.T-Mobile.com for additional information. 5G: Capable device required; coverage not available in some areas. Some uses may require certain plan or feature; see T-Mobile.com. Extended Range
5G includes dedicated low-band 5G signals & Ultra Capacity 5G includes dedicated mid- and/or high-band 5G signals. T-Mobile’s Ultra Capacity 5G covers hundreds of cities and millions of people, with more added all the time; see T-Mobile.
com/5Glayers. Most Reliable: According to an audit report conducted by independent third party umlaut containing crowdsourced data for user experience collected from September 2020 until February 2021. Full details at: www.umlaut.com/
en/benchmarking/USA. Fastest: Based on analysis by Ookla® of Speedtest Intelligence® data 5G median download speeds for Q1 2021. Ookla trademarks used under license and reprinted with permission.

